Screwdrivers
1/4 in

Magnetic Bit Holders / Drywall Adaptors

MAGNETIC BIT HOLDERS

Standard Bit
Holder
1
1

Quick Release
Bit1 Holder1

This /4 in female by /4 in male
standard magnetic bit holder.
Chrome vanadium steel.

This /4 in female by /4 in male
magnetic bit holder has a hardened
and tempered steel shaft with a quickrelease chuck.

FAISBMBH
£5.41 Ex VAT
£6.49 Inc VAT

ToolTeam
TESTED

Bit Holder, Finder Screw Set
and Guide
Bit Holder
The outer sleeve or finder slides over
the screw head and is especially
useful when working with slotted
screws. The outer finder and magnet
hold the screw firmly in position
for easy starting.

Designed to hold a screw via the
magnetic sleeve to allow for hands
free operation and is ideal for drywall
applications.

		

		

Length: 75mm

FAISBMBHUNIV
£9.12 Ex VAT £10.94 Inc VAT

SDS Screwdriver
Adaptor

Designed for use with hammer drills
using an SDS chuck system. The
hardened and tempered steel shaft
has an SDS shank fitted with 1/4 in
female magnetic bit holder.

SDS to 1/4 in Hex

Extendable:
76 - 115mm
FAISBMBHFIND
£4.26 Ex VAT £5.11 Inc VAT

This /4 in female by /4 in male
magnetic bit holder is manufactured
from stainless steel with a quickrelease chuck.

Length: 60mm

Length: 60mm
FAISBMBHSTD
£3.80 Ex VAT £4.56 Inc VAT

Stainless Steel
Bit1 Holder1

Length: 58mm
Length: 60mm

FAISBMBHDW
£7.62 Ex VAT £9.14 Inc VAT

Quick Release Impact
Universal Bit Holders

A versatile chuck that takes 25mm, 50mm and double ended bits.
As well as all ANSI, JIS, DIN standard 1/4in hex shanks. A universal impact
rated bit holder with a quick release chuck.

75mm

IMPACT
MPAC

FAISBMBHSDS
£8.48 Ex VAT
£10.18 Inc VAT

Please note the
SDS hammer
action must
not be engaged
when using this
adaptor.

Drywall
1

These /4 in shank adaptors feature
a pre-set recessed collar and fitted
PH2 bits, ready for use in all drywall
applications.

FAISBMBH75U
£9.23 Ex VAT
£11.08 Inc VAT

150mm

FAISBMBH150U
£12.18 Ex VAT
£14.62 Inc VAT

186

FAISBPH2DW
£3.80 Ex VAT £4.56 Inc VAT

